Diwali Wordsearch

Bhaidooj  Diwali  diya
festival  fireworks  Hinduism
Lakshmi  lights  rangoli
Let's see if you can count how many diyas are there in the picture below.
Diwali Tiles Puzzle

Can you reorganise the tiles to form a sentence with a special Diwali message? You can cut the tiles out if you like, or just re-write them into the grid.
Crossword - Diwali

Across
2 Temple is a place of ________ (7)
4 They make loud noise (4,8)
8 Daughter of king Kanak and wife of Lord Rama (4)
9 Diwali is a Hindu ________ (8)
10 Hindu God of good luck (7)
12 Decoration done on floor with flowers and colours (7)
13 One of the most popular religions of the world (8)
15 Birthplace of Lord Rama (7)

Down
1 Ravana effigy is burnt on this day (8)
3 Eaten on festivals and celebrations (6)
5 Demon king killed by Lord Rama (6)
6 Hindu Goddess of wealth (7)
7 Biggest Indian Hindu festival (6)
11 South Asian Country with Hindi as main language (5)
12 Prince of Ayodhya (4)
14 Lamp made out of clay (4)
Crossword – Diwali - ANSWER KEY

DUSHEESWORSHIP

FIRECRACKERS

SITAFEESTIVAL

GANESHAIAWA

HINDUISMAYAADIA

AYODHYA